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Abstract: We show that minimal ideals of Jordan systems (algebras, triple systems,
and pairs) are either simple or trivial, so answering the question posed by Nam and
McCrimmon in 1983.
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0. Introduction and Preliminaries

Minimal ideals, in particular, the heart, appear naturally when studying Jordan
systems [10, III.6]. Indeed, having a nonzero heart can be considered as a strong
version of primeness for semiprime or nondegenerate systems.

Using Andrunakievich’s Lemma, it is very easy to prove that a minimal ideal
of an associative algebra is either simple or trivial. However, a Jordan version of
Andrunakievich’s Lemma is false even for linear Jordan algebras (cf. [12]) and thus
the study of minimal ideals in Jordan systems requires different techniques.

For linear Jordan algebras the fact that minimal ideals are either simple or trivial
is obtained by Medvedev [12, p. 933] and Skosyrskii [14, Cor. 3.1]. The techniques are
mainly combinatorial and strongly dependent on the linearity, i.e., on the existence
of 1/2 in the ring of scalars. Prior to these papers, Nam and McCrimmon study
in [13] minimal ideals in quadratic Jordan algebras. In this more general setting,
they show that these ideals are either D-simple or trivial. In [5], Block shows that
D-simple algebras can be described in terms of simple algebras under the additional
assumption of having a minimal ideal. However, nothing is known without this
additional condition, so that Nam and McCrimmon leave open the general question
on the simplicity of nontrivial minimal ideals. With a different approach, mainly
based on the structure theory, in [4] it is shown that the heart of a nondegenerate
Jordan (quadratic) algebra, triple system, or pair is simple when nonzero.
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In this paper we settle the question posed in [13] for quadratic Jordan algebras,
obtaining also analogous results for pairs and triple systems, which were unknown
even in the linear setting.

Indeed, we focus first on triple systems, and derive from that the corresponding
results for algebras and pairs, which gives the shortest approach. However, this
generates some combinatorial difficulties due, among other things, to the fact that, in
a Jordan triple system, the cube of an ideal need not be an ideal. This is particularly
evident in the first section of the paper, devoted to study the multiplication by the
elements of a radical ideal, so that a reader only interested in algebras could skip
some technicalities. In the second section we obtain the main results of the paper.
We first show that minimal ideals are always hearts of certain systems, so that the
problem reduces to the degenerate case by using [4]. The proof that the heart of
a degenerate Jordan system is trivial is partly inspired by the arguments given by
Medvedev in [12]. A crucial fact is the local nilpotency of the McCrimmon radical
of a Jordan system, which is a consequence of a result on Lie sandwiches due to
Kostrikin and Zelmanov [7].

0.1 We will deal with associative and Jordan algebras, pairs and triple systems
over an arbitrary ring of scalars Φ. The reader is referred to [6, 8, 10, 11] for
basic results, notation, and terminology, though we will stress some notions. The
identities JPx listed in [8] will be quoted with their original numbering without
explicit reference to [8].

—Given a Jordan algebra J , its products will be denoted by x2, Uxy, for x, y ∈
J . They are quadratic in x and linear in y and have linearizations denoted x ◦ y,
Ux,zy = {x, y, z} = Vx,yz, respectively.

—For a Jordan pair V = (V +, V −), we have products Qxy ∈ V σ, for any x ∈ V σ,
y ∈ V −σ, σ = ±, with linearizations Qx,zy = {x, y, z} = Dx,yz.

—A Jordan triple system J is given by its products Pxy, for any x, y ∈ J , with
linearizations denoted by Px,zy = {x, y, z} = Lx,yz.

A Jordan algebra or triple system J is said to be trivial if its cube (J3 = UJJ

or PJJ , respectively) is zero. A Jordan pair V is called trivial if its cube V 3 =
(QV +V −, QV −V +) is zero.

0.2 A Jordan algebra gives rise to a Jordan triple system by simply forgetting
the squaring and letting P = U . By doubling any Jordan triple system T one obtains
the double Jordan pair V (T ) = (T, T ) with products Qxy = Pxy, for any x, y ∈ T .
From a Jordan pair V = (V +, V −) one can get a (polarized) Jordan triple system
T (V ) = V + ⊕ V − by defining Px+⊕x−(y+ ⊕ y−) = Qx+y− ⊕Qx−y+ [8, 1.13, 1.14]
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0.3 The heart Heart(S) of a Jordan system S is the intersection of all nonzero
ideals of S.

1. Multiplication by elements of some degenerate ideals

The algebra analogues of the next two results are immediate consequences of
the fact that the cube of an ideal is an ideal, which fails to hold for Jordan triple
systems.

1.1 Lemma. PJ{I, I, I3} ⊆ I3 for any ideal I of a Jordan triple system J .

Proof: Let x ∈ J , a, b, c, d ∈ I. Then u := {b, a, x}, v := PxPcd ∈ I, and

Px{a, b, Pcd} = PxLa,bPcd =by JP12

(
Px,{b,a,x} − Lb,aPx

)
Pcd = Px,uPcd + Lb,av

= Pu,xPcd + {b, a, v} =by JP9 (Lu,cLx,c − Lu,Pcx) d + {b, a, v}
= {u, c, {x, c, d}} − {u, Pcx, d}+ {b, a, v} ∈ {I, I, I} ⊆ I3,

which proves our assertion since I3 is spanned by all Pcd with c, d ∈ I.

1.2 Lemma. Any minimal ideal I of a Jordan triple system J is either trivial
or idempotent (satisfies I3 = I).

Proof: Let us suppose that, on the contrary, I3 6= 0, I. Recall that if H, K are
semiideals of J , then so is PHK [9, 6.2(a)], with ideal hull PHK +PJPHK [9, 6.2(b)].
Thus I3 is a nonzero semiideal with nonzero hull I3 + PJI3 ⊆ I, so that minimality
of I yields

I = I3 + K, where K := PJI3 is a semiideal such that K ⊆ I, K 6⊆ I3. (1)

If the semiideal PII
3 is nonzero, then I = PII

3 + PJPII
3 as above, so that

semiidealness of I3 would lead to I ⊆ PII + PJPJI3 ⊆ I3 ⊆ I, contrary to our
assumption. Therefore PII

3 = 0, hence I3 = PII = PI(I3 +K) = 0+PIK using (1).
On the other hand, PIPJK = PIPJPJI3 ⊆ PII

3 again by semiidealness of I3. Thus

PII
3 = PIPJK = 0, I3 = PIK, (2)

so that K = PJI3 =by (2) PJPIK =by (1) PJPI3+KK. But

— PI3,KK = {I3,K,K} ⊆by (1) {I3, I, I},
— PI3K ⊆by JP3 PIPIPIK + PI3,I3K ⊆by (2) 0 + {I3,K, I3} ⊆by (1) {I3, I, I},
— PKK = PPJI3K ⊆by JP3 PJPI3PJK +PK,KK ⊆ PJPIPJK +{K, K,K} ⊆by (2)

0 + {K,K, K} ⊆ {J, J,K} = LJ,JK ⊆ K by semiidealness of K,
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and thus K = PJPI3+KK ⊆ PJ ({I3, I, I} + K) = PJ{I3, I, I} + PJPJI3 ⊆ I3 by
(1.1) and semiidealness of I3, which contradicts (1).

We study now how the elements of certain ideals interact by outer multipli-
cation with the whole multiplication algebra of the system. Given an ideal I of a
Jordan triple system J , M(I) denotes the unital subalgebra of End(J) generated by
La,b, Pc with a, b, c ∈ I, whereas LI,I , LI,J , LJ,I , LJ,J , PJ , PI , PI,I , PJ,I and their
products are the submodules of End(J) spanned by the obvious elements. We will
also use TI := PI + LI,I and TJ := PJ + LJ,J .

1.3 Lemma. For any ideal I of a Jordan triple system J ,

(i) LI,ILJ,J ⊆ LJ,JLI,I + LI,I ⊆ LJ,JM(I) +M(I),

(ii) PILJ,J ⊆ LJ,JPI + PI ⊆ LJ,JM(I) +M(I),

(iii) LI,IPJ ⊆ PJLI,I + PJ ⊆ PJM(I),

(iv) LI3,J + LJ,I3 ⊆ LI,I ⊆M(I),

(v) PI3PJ ⊆ PIPI + LI,I + LI,ILI,I ⊆M(I),

(vi) PI3LJ,J ⊆ PJM(I),

(vii) PI3PI3LJ,J ⊆M(I),

(viii) M(I3)TJ ⊆ TJM(I) +M(I),

(ix) If I3 = I, then M(I)TJ ⊆ TJM(I) +M(I), and PIPITJ ⊆M(I).

Proof: (i) [LJ,J , LI,I ] ⊆by JP15 L{J,J,I},I + LI,{J,J,I} ⊆ LI,I .

(ii) LJ,JPI + PILJ,J ⊆by JP12 PI,{J,J,I} ⊆ PI,I ⊆ PI .

(iii) LI,IPJ + PJLI,I ⊆by JP12 PJ,{I,I,J} ⊆ PJ .

(iv) This is just a triple system version of [13, 1.11]: for a, b ∈ I,

LPab,J ⊆by JP8 La,{b,a,J} + LPaJ,b ∈ LI,I , LJ,Pab ⊆by JP7 L{J,a,b},a + Lb,PaJ ∈ LI,I .

(v) First note that PI3PJ is spanned by elements of the form PPabPx, Pc,dPx for
a, b ∈ I, x ∈ J, c, d ∈ I3. On the one hand,

PPabPx =by JP3 PaPbPaPx =by JP21 Pa

[
P{x,a,b} + PPxPab,b − PxPaPb − Lx,aPbLa,x

]

=by JP12 Pa

[
P{x,a,b} + PPxPab,b − PxPaPb − Lx,a

(
Pb,{x,a,b} − Lx,aPb

)]

=by JP13 Pa

[
P{x,a,b} + PPxPab,b − PxPaPb − Lx,aPb,{x,a,b}

+ (LPxa,a + PxPa,a)Pb]

= Pa

[
P{x,a,b} + PPxPab,b + PxPaPb − Lx,aPb,{x,a,b} + LPxa,aPb

]

=by JP3 and JP4 PaP{x,a,b} + PaPPxPab,b + PPaxPb − Pa,PaxPb,{x,a,b}
+ Pa,PaPxaPb ∈ PIPI ,
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and, on the other hand,

Pc,dPx =by JP9 Lc,xLd,x − Lc,Pxd ∈ LI3,JLI3,J + LI,I ⊆by (iv) LI,ILI,I + LI,I .

(vi) Linearizing JP12 one gets

La,xPb,y = Pb,{a,x,y} + Py,{a,x,b} − Pb,yLx,a. (1)

If c ∈ I3, x, y ∈ J , then

PcLx,y =by JP11 Lc,xPc,y − PPcx,y

=by (1) Pc,{c,x,y} + Py,{c,x,c} − Pc,yLx,c − PPcx,y

⊆by (iv) PJ + PJLI,I .

(vii) PI3PI3LJ,J ⊆by (vi) PI3PJM(I) ⊆by (v) M(I).

(viii) It is enough to notice that LJ,JM(I) +M(I) is invariant under left mul-
tiplication by the generators of M(I) by (i) and (ii), whereas PJM(I) + M(I) is
invariant under left multiplication by the generators of M(I3) by (iii) and (v).

Finally, (ix) follows from (viii), (v), and (vii).

2. Minimal ideals of Jordan Systems

2.1 Lemma. Any minimal ideal of a Jordan system J (algebra, triple system,
or pair) is isomorphic to the heart of a homomorphic image of J .

Proof: Given a minimal ideal I of the Jordan system J , let us consider

L := { ideals L of J such that I ∩ L = 0 },

which is easily seen to be a nonempty inductive set, and let L be a maximal element
of L. Then, I ∼= I/I ∩ L ∼= (I + L)/L, which is a nonzero ideal Ĩ of J̃ := J/L, and
we only have to prove that Ĩ is the heart of J̃ , i.e., that it is contained in all nonzero
ideals of J̃ .

Any nonzero ideal of J̃ has the form M̃ = M/L, where M is an ideal of J

strictly containing L. By maximality of L we get M ∩ I 6= 0, and hence, M ∩ I = I

by minimality of I. Thus, M contains I and L, so Ĩ = (I + L)/L ⊆ M/L = M̃ .

2.2 Theorem. The heart of a Jordan triple system J is either simple or trivial.
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Proof: We may assume that I := Heart(J) is nonzero. If J is nondegenerate,
we have the simplicity of I by [4, 3.6], so we only have to deal with a degenerate J .
In this case, the McCrimmon radical Mc(J) ([8, §4]) is a nonzero ideal of J , so that
I ⊆Mc(J) and then I = Mc(I) by [8, 4.13], which is locally nilpotent by [3, 2.4(i);
7]. We will show that I3 = 0.

Otherwise, since the nonzero heart of a Jordan system is a minimal ideal, I3 = I

by (1.2).

We claim that I is spanned by absolute zero divisors of J . Indeed, I = I3 gives
that I is spanned by elements of the form Pab with a, b ∈ I. But [8, 4.6, 4.7] implies
that the span of all absolute zero divisors of J is a nonzero ideal of J then containing
I. If we write any b ∈ I as a finite sum of absolute zero divisors of J , b = z1+ · · ·+zn,
we get Pab = Paz1 + · · · + Pazn = x1 + · · · + xn, where xi := Pazi ∈ I and it is an
absolute zero divisor of J by JP3, for all i = 1, . . . , n.

Let 0 6= x ∈ I be an absolute zero divisor of J (for example, one the xi’s above).
Obviously, Φx is an inner ideal of J , so that the ideal of J generated by x is its outer

hull 0 6= IdJ(x) = OutJ(x) =
∞∑

n=0

n︷ ︸︸ ︷
TJ · · ·TJ x, where

0︷ ︸︸ ︷
TJ · · ·TJ x means Φx ([13, 1.9]

can be easily extended to triple systems by replacing the operators Ux by operators
Px and transformations Bx,y [8, 2.11]). Here, x ∈ I implies IdJ(x) ⊆ I, and since a

nonzero ideal of J contains its heart I, we get I = IdJ (x) =
∞∑

n=0

n︷ ︸︸ ︷
TJ · · ·TJ x.

On the other hand, since x ∈ I = I3 = PII = PIPII, it must be x =∑
finite

PaiPbici for some ai, bi, ci ∈ I. Let F be the finite set of elements of J ap-

pearing in the expression of all the ai
′s, bi

′s, and ci
′s as elements in

∞∑
n=0

n︷ ︸︸ ︷
TJ · · ·TJ x.

Let us consider the subsystem J0 of J generated by F ∪ {x}, and its ideal
I0 := IdJ0(x) = OutJ0(x), so that ai, bi, ci ∈ I0 for all i, and then x ∈ PI0PI0I0.

Let us prove I0 = I3
0 . Indeed, we have

I0 = IdJ0(x) ⊆ IdJ0(PI0PI0I0) = PI0PI0I0 + PJ0PI0PI0I0 ⊆ PI0I0 = I3
0 ⊆ I0,

using semi-idealness of PI0PI0I0 and PI0I0 [9, 6.2] , and idealness of I0.

On the other hand, it is clear that I0 = OutJ0(x) = M(J0)x, where the algebra
M(J0) has finite length k by [2, 4.2]. So,

I0 = I3
0 = PI0I0 = · · · =

2k+1︷ ︸︸ ︷
PI0 · · ·PI0 I0 =

2k+1︷ ︸︸ ︷
PI0 · · ·PI0

k∑

i=0

i︷ ︸︸ ︷
TJ0 · · ·TJ0 x. (1)
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If Mi :=

i︷ ︸︸ ︷
TJ0 · · ·TJ0 , we will prove

2i︷ ︸︸ ︷
PI0 · · ·PI0 Mi ⊆M(I0) (2)

by induction on i. The containment is obvious for i = 0, and if we assume it for
indexes less than i,

2i︷ ︸︸ ︷
PI0 · · ·PI0 Mi ⊆

2i︷ ︸︸ ︷
PI0 · · ·PI0 Mi−1TJ0 ⊆ PI0PI0

2(i−1)︷ ︸︸ ︷
PI0 · · ·PI0 Mi−1TJ0

⊆ PI0PI0M(I0)TJ0

⊆by (1.3)(ix) PI0PI0(TJ0M(I0) +M(I0)) ⊆by (1.3)(ix) M(I0).

Putting together (1) and (2), and noticing I0 ⊆ I, one gets x ∈ I0 ⊆ PI0M(I0)x ⊆
PIM(I)x, which contradicts the local nilpotency of I.

The following result is an immediate consequence of (2.1) and (2.2).

2.3 Corollary. A minimal ideal of a Jordan triple system is either simple or
trivial.

Our next goal is extending the above result to Jordan algebras and Jordan pairs.
The algebra case closes the problem posed in [13, p. 582] and it is almost a direct
consequence of the relation between algebras and triple systems, whereas the pair
situation requires a little more effort, so we study the two cases separately.

2.4 Corollary. A minimal ideal of a Jordan algebra is either simple or trivial.

Proof: Given a Jordan algebra J and one of its minimal ideals I, we consider a
unital hull Ĵ , where I is a minimal ideal too. This has the advantage that Ĵ has the
same set of ideals when considered as a Jordan triple system, so that I is a minimal
ideal of the Jordan triple system Ĵ , and then, either I3 = 0 or I is simple as Jordan
triple system by (2.3). In the latter case I is obviously simple as Jordan algebra.

2.5 Corollary. A minimal ideal of a Jordan pair is either simple or trivial.

Proof: To apply the known relations between the ideals of a Jordan pair V

and the triple system T (V ), one needs to assume that V is semiprime (cf. [1, Sect.
5]). Hence, to get the result as a corollary of the proved property for Jordan triple
systems, we have to get rid of the non semiprime case. By (2.1) it is enough to prove
that the heart I of a Jordan pair V is either simple or trivial.

If V is not semiprime, it contains some nonzero trivial ideal L, which forces I to
be trivial since I ⊆ L.
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But if V is semiprime, then T (I) = T (Heart(V )) = Heart(T (V )) by [4, 3.7(ii)],
so that T (I) is either simple or trivial by (2.2) (indeed, T (I) is necessarily simple by
semiprimeness of T (V ) [1, Sect. 5]), which implies the same condition on I.

Acknowledgements: The authors want to thank the referee by his or her
valuable comments and suggestions, which have brought substantial improvements
to the final version of the paper.
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